2017 GLOBAL STRIKE - WOMEN FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE

Solidarity Statement from the Women’s Global Call for Climate Justice
The Women’s Global Call for Climate Justice (WGCCJ), representing over 200 partner
organisations around the world, supports the calls for global women’s strikes starting on March
8th, 2017, International Women’s Day.
For some time, several women’s movements have been working towards global strikes,
recognising that democratic systems are globally failing to deliver on human rights and
development promises to women. For years, elite and patriarchal institutions have been growing
and corrupting the implementation of democracy and government by and for peoples. Within that
context, and within globalisation, fundamentalisms and militarism entrenched, it is impossible to
create urgently needed policies shifts through lobbying advocacy alone. Our global moment
requires new forms of action and solidarity and new forms of leadership. When governments fail
us, women must lead. Therefore, the WGCCJ will join with the movements for global strikes
calling for climate justice, for women’s human rights, for global equality, and for development
justice. We will exercise solidarity through our power to withdraw our labour, consumption and
consent from the existing system.
Women’s rights and climate justice movements have been calling for ‘System Change, not Climate
Change’ for many years. The current global political and economic reality threatens to strengthen,
rather than alleviate, the patriarchal, corporate driven systems that result in human rights
violations, obscene levels of inequality and the destruction of our beautiful planet. As even the
small, tokens of progress on climate change agreed in Paris are now threatened, we must elevate
our organising efforts, and thus we endorse the call for Global Strikes. We will strike against dirty
economies and the political systems funded and powered by fossil fuels.
In the lead up to COP21 the WGCCJ stressed the urgency of addressing the root causes of climate
change: a perverse global, extractivist economy. The global dominance of corporate, or neo-liberal

capitalism, has resulted in the life-threatening climate crisis while simultaneously increasing
inequalities, widespread human rights violations and environmental degradation. This model is
disastrous for women, and disastrous for the planet. It is particularly devastating to women in the
Global South and women from frontline communities who face the largest threats from climate
disruption and who have contributed the least to the crisis.
Rather than tackling these structural drivers of climate change, governments, influenced by
powerful corporations, have largely failed to deliver climate justice. Instead they have provided
further opportunities for business to profit from climate change. These ‘false solutions’ fail to
address unsustainable production and consumption patterns, the inequality of wealth and power
between and within countries. They also fail to ensure the human rights of women, Indigenous
peoples, workers, migrants, people living in poverty and other impacted communities.
The climate crisis threatens our very existence but it also provides a profound opportunity -an
opportunity to address the gendered and colonial origins of our global economy. It is possible to
create communities where human rights, gender equality and sustainability prosper. But in order
to achieve this, we need governance that is accountable to peoples, not to corporations. We need
stronger commitments to global cooperation, not divisive, racist forms of nationalism designed to
distract us from the theft of our planet’s resources.
Women’s strikes and solidarity strikes in the past have worked where other forms of advocacy
have failed. In 1975, 25,000 Icelandic women gathered in Reykjavik and 90% of the women in
Iceland did not go to work and refused to do housework. In 1956, women in South Africa marched
to protest amendments to the Urban Areas Act, requiring women of color to carry passes and
permits in urban areas. This demonstrated the commitment and resilience of women in the face of
a national struggle and the date has now been commemorated as National Women’s Day in South
Africa. In 1973, the Australian Builders Labourers' Federation refused to build a luxury resort on
a public park that served as a refuge for the area’s working class. This movement led to a new
labour tactic, the “Green Bans”, where unions refused to build on land communities were
defending. The union has since refused to construct another 42 development projects that threaten
the livelihood of the working class, indigenous communities and the environment.
The Women’ Global Call for Climate Justice endorses the call for a Global Strike on March 8th
spearheaded by the International Women’s Strike, a coalition of feminist groups from about 30
countries. Other women’s organisations and movements are joining and echoing the call for Global
Strikes. We aim to add the voice of grassroots climate justice movements to those calls and
illustrate the connections between climate justice, gender justice, economic justice, environmental
justice, racial justice and development justice. Join Us!
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